Introduction
============

Nucleophosmin (NPM; also known as B23, NO38 or Numatrin) is a 38-kDa estrogen-regulated nucleolar phosphoprotein that shuttles between the nucleus and cytoplasm. NPM has been implicated in many cellular processes including the shuttling of ribosomal precursor proteins between the cytoplasm and nucleus, nuclear protein chaperone activity, the maintenance of genomic stability and the indirect regulation of growth and proliferation.^[@bib1],\ [@bib2],\ [@bib3]^ NPM interacts with a number of growth regulating proteins including the p53 and ARF tumor suppressors and the p53 inhibitor HDM2. The overexpression of NPM has been strongly correlated with tumor progression and may serve as a marker for certain types of carcinomas, such as gastric, ovarian and prostate,^[@bib1]^ and Ewing\'s sarcoma.^[@bib4]^ Similarly, chromosomal translocations involving the *NPM* gene give rise to acute myeloid leukemia (AML).^[@bib5]^ Because of these observations, it was proposed that NPM acts as an oncogene. Recent studies with NPM knockout mice, however, have shown that heterozygous animals exhibit signs of myelodysplastic syndrome and exhibit genome instability,^[@bib3],\ [@bib6]^ implying that NPM can also act as a tumor suppressor. Whether NPM is oncogenic or acts as a tumor suppressor appears to depend on its subcellular localization. In the nucleolus, NPM serves as a histone chaperone during nucleosome disassembly and regulates the stabilization and localization of p14ARF.^[@bib3],\ [@bib7]^ DNA damage and stress induce the translocation of the NPM-p14ARF complex from the nucleolus to the nucleoplasm where p14ARF can bind to and dissociate the p53 inhibitor HDM2 from p53, thereby activating the tumor suppressor pathway.^[@bib8]^ In the nucleolus, NPM also binds to and stabilizes the ubiquitin ligase FBW7γ, which has been implicated in the ubiquitination and degradation of the oncogenic transcription factor Myc.^[@bib9],\ [@bib10]^ In the absence of functional NPM, FBW7γ is mislocalized to the cytoplasm and degraded, leading to increased levels of Myc and cell proliferation. Similarly, in AML, the majority of NPM mutations introduce a *de novo* nuclear export signal, leading to the cytoplasmic localization of the protein.^[@bib11]^

Plakoglobin (PG) is a structural component of the adherens junction and desmosomes.^[@bib12]^ It is a member of the Armadillo family of proteins and a homolog of β-catenin. PG interacts with the same cellular partners as β-catenin and likewise has dual adhesive and signaling functions.^[@bib13],\ [@bib14]^ Despite their similarity, β-catenin has known oncogenic potential via its role in the Wnt signaling pathway,^[@bib15],\ [@bib16]^ whereas PG generally functions as a tumor/metastasis suppressor.^[@bib17],\ [@bib18],\ [@bib19],\ [@bib20],\ [@bib21],\ [@bib22]^ How PG functions as a tumor suppressor has yet to be determined. To investigate the underlying mechanism(s) of the tumor/metastasis suppressing activities of PG, we have developed an experimental model system using human squamous and mammary carcinoma cell lines that have very little or no PG expression, and exhibit transformed morphologies and different degrees of invasiveness. These cells were used to develop transfectants with different levels of expression and subcellular localization of PG to specifically assess its role at the membrane, in the cytoplasm and in the nucleus. These transfectants were then characterized by a combination of morphological, molecular and biochemical approaches, including proteomics and transcriptome analyses.^[@bib18],\ [@bib21],\ [@bib22],\ [@bib23],\ [@bib24],\ [@bib25],\ [@bib26]^ These studies have provided strong evidence that PG can function as a growth regulator and tumor/metastasis suppressor in both the cytoplasm and nucleus by modifying the expression/function of genes involved in cell proliferation, differentiation, migration and apoptosis. NPM was one such molecule that was identified among the differentially expressed proteins/genes in both squamous cell and mammary carcinoma cell lines and was further characterized. In this study, we describe our observations in mammary carcinoma cells and show that PG interacts with NPM in normal mammary epithelial cells in various subcellular compartments. Furthermore, we show that increased expression of PG in the highly invasive and very low PG expressing mammary carcinoma cell line MDA-MB-231 (hereafter called MDA-231) changes the morphology of these cells from fibroblastoid to epithelioid, concurrent with increased nucleolar and decreased cytoplasmic pools of NPM, as well as a decrease in cell proliferation, migration and invasion *in vitro*.

Results
=======

Plakoglobin expression in MDA-231 cells increases NPM protein levels, induces an epithelioid phenotype and decreases growth
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PG expression and subcellular localization in MDA-231-PG transfectants were verified by western blot and immunofluorescence. In [Supplementary Figure 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, equivalent amounts of total proteins from 10 single-cell-isolated clones from three independent transfections were processed for western blot using PG and NPM antibodies. Several clones were analyzed, producing similar, if not identical results in various assays, and data from a representative clone are presented throughout this study. In PG transfectants, NPM levels increased in all MDA-231-PG clones relative to the parental MDA-231 cells ([Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In all PG expressing clones, PG was primarily localized to the areas of cell--cell contact ([Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, top). Furthermore, PG expression induced a morphological change from fibroblastoid to epithelioid ([Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, bottom). Concurrent with this change in morphology, the growth rate of the PG expressing cells was substantially reduced ([Figure 1c](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). RT--PCR was used to assess the effect of PG on NPM expression and NPM transcript levels were not noticeably changed relative to the parental MDA-231 and the normal MCF-10-2A cell lines ([Figure 1d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, PG expression in MDA-231 cells induced an epithelioid morphology and decreased growth rate concurrent with increased levels of NPM protein.

Subcellular distribution of NPM and PG in MDA-231 parental and MDA-231-PG transfectants
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NPM shuttles between the cytoplasm and nucleus and in non-transformed cells is primarily detected in nucleoli.^[@bib3]^ As PG expression increased NPM protein levels only, we determined if PG influences the levels of NPM in various subcellular compartments. To this end, cultures of MCF-10-2A (control), MDA-231 and MDA-231-PG cells were processed for subcellular fractionation and nucleoli isolation according to the Lamond\'s protocol followed by western blot ([Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The purity of the cytoplasmic, nucleoplasmic and nucleolar fractions were verified by western blot using actin, lamin B and fibrillarin antibodies, respectively, ([Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The three fractions were then processed for western blots using NPM and PG antibodies ([Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). For quantitation, the amount of each protein detected in the cytoplasmic, nucleoplasmic and nucleolar fractions of each cell line was first normalized to the amount of actin, lamin B and fibrillarin in each cell line, respectively, and then to the amount of each protein in MCF-10-2A cells as depicted in the histogram ([Figure 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). PG and NPM were detected in all three fractions in MCF-10-2A and MDA-231-PG cells. In MDA-231 cells, however, PG was barely detectable, and although NPM was present in all three fractions of these cells with similar amounts in the cytoplasmic and nucleoplasmic fractions, the amount in the nucleolar fraction was negligible ([Figures 2b and c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In MDA-231-PG cells, we observed a small but consistent decrease in the amount of cytoplasmic NPM relative to the MDA-231 cells, whereas in these cells, the amount of NPM was highly increased in the nucleolar fraction (\>10 × , [Figures 2c and d](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). These observations indicate that PG expression increases the amount of the nucleolar NPM.

PG associates with NPM in the cytoplasmic, nucleoplasmic and nucleolar fractions
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The change in the levels of NPM in various subcellular fractions in MDA-231-PG led us to examine the possible association of these two proteins. In [Figure 2e](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, cytoplasmic, nucleoplasmic and nucleolar fractions of MCF-10-2A, MDA-231 and -231-PG were processed for immunoprecipitation with NPM antibodies followed by immunoblotting with PG and NPM antibodies. PG was coimmunoprecipitated with NPM from all the subcellular fractions of MCF-10-2A and MDA-231-PG cells. In MDA-231 cells, a very small amount of PG was coprecipitated with NPM from the nucleoplasmic fraction ([Figure 2e](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In this assay, lower amounts of PG were coprecipitated with NPM from the nucleoplasmic fraction of MDA-231-PG relative to MCF-10-2A cells. In contrast, higher amounts of PG were coprecipitated with NPM from the nucleolar fraction of MDA-231-PG cells relative to that of MCF-10-2A ([Figure 2e](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The relative amount of the nucleolar to the total cellular NPM was similar in MCF-10-2A and MDA-231-PG as was demonstrated earlier by western blot of various fractions with NPM antibodies ([Figure 2d](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Reciprocal immunoprecipitation and immunoblotting of the cytoplasmic, nucleoplasmic and nucleolar fractions of MDA-231-PG with PG and NPM antibodies further confirmed the association of these proteins ([Supplementary Figure 3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Together, these results suggest that PG expression increases the nucleolar pool of NPM and that, at least, some of this pool is present in association with PG ([Supplementary Figure 4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

NPM knockdown induces epithelioid morphology and decreases growth rate in MDA-231 cells
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The results of the coimmunoprecipitation experiments suggest that PG interactions with NPM in the cytoplasm and nucleoplasm may sequester the excess NPM pools in these compartments, which are associated with its tumorigenic activities.^[@bib3],\ [@bib5],\ [@bib27],\ [@bib28]^ To assess whether NPM knockdown leads to changes in its subcellular distribution and the morphology and growth properties of MDA-231 cells, we knocked down NPM using NPM shRNA and generated stable transfectants (MDA-231-NPM-KD). In [Figure 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, MDA-231, MDA-231 control shRNA transfected and MDA-231-NPM-KD cells were processed for immunoblotting with NPM antibodies, which showed the reduction of NPM protein by 90% in MDA-231-NPM-KD cells relative to MDA-231 and -231-shRNA control cells. Furthermore, there was \>60% reduction in NPM transcripts in MDA-231-NPM-KD cells relative to MDA-231cells ([Figure 1d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Subcellular fractionation of the MDA-231-NPM-KD cells showed reductions in the cytoplasmic and nucleoplasmic pools of NPM relative to MDA-231 cells (compare MDA-231-NPM-KD in [Figure 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} with MDA-231 in [Figure 2e](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This reduction was particularly drastic in the cytoplasmic fraction, which also coprecipitated the small amount of PG expressed in these cells. Additionally, the morphology of MDA-231-NPM-KD cells was somewhat different from MDA-231 cells. Unlike MDA-231 cells, which have long cellular processes, consistent with their migratory and invasive behavior, MDA-231-NPM-KD cells had shorter processes ([Figure 3c](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; compare MDA-231 with 231-NPM-KD). However, MDA-231-NPM-KD cells did not exhibit the extensive cell-to-cell contact that was present in MDA-231-PG cells ([Figure 3c](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; MDA-231-PG). Finally MDA-231-NPM-KD cells had a significantly lower growth rate relative to MDA-231 cells although the growth rate of these cells was still significantly higher than that of MDA-231-PG cells ([Figure 3d](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Effects of PG expression and NPM knockdown on the migratory and invasive properties of MDA-231 cells *in vitro*
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MDA-231 cells are highly invasive. To examine the effect of PG expression and NPM knockdown on the *in vitro* metastasis properties of these cells we performed migration and invasion assays ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Cell migration was assessed using a transwell assay as described in materials and methods. MCF-10-2A (control), MDA-231, -231-PG and -231-NPM-KD cells were allowed to migrate through transwell filters for 6--24 h, the number of migrated cells were counted using ImageJ Cell Counter software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA, <http://imagej.nih.gov/ijNIH>) and normalized to MDA-231 cells ([Figures 4a and c](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, very few, if any MCF-10-2A cells had migrated through the membrane. The number of cells that had migrated was reduced by ∼75%, 55% and 60% for 6, 12 and 24 h, respectively, for MDA-231-PG cells relative to MDA-231 cells. In contrast, the numbers of migrated cells were increased by ∼30%, 40% and 120% for 6, 12 and 24 h, respectively, for MDA-231-NPM-KD cells relative to MDA-231 cells ([Figure 4a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

Invasion through Matrigel was used to assess the invasive properties of various cell lines. Consistent with the results of the migration assays, there was a 50% reduction in the number of cells invaded through the Matrigel in MDA-231-PG cultures relative to MDA-231 cells, whereas the number of invaded cells had increased by ∼30% in MDA-231-NPM-KD cells ([Figures 4b and d](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Together, the results of these studies and the growth assays suggested that although both PG expression and NPM knockdown decreased the growth rate of MDA-231 cells, only PG expression decreased the *in vitro* migration and invasiveness of these cells. To further confirm this observation, we transfected MDA-231-NPM-KD cells with PG cDNAs and assessed cell migration and invasion in the MDA-231-NPM-KD+PG transfectants.

[Supplementary Figure 5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the western blot of total cell lysates from MDA-231-NPM-KD cells transfected with empty vector (lane 2) or PG cDNAs (lanes 3--8; MDA-231-NPM-KD+PG). The six MDA-231-NPM-KD+PG clones originated from single cell isolates from three independent transfections. Different clones were used to assess the growth, migratory and invasive properties of MDA-231-NPM-KD+PG cells relative to MDA-231 and --231-NPM-KD cells and data in [Figures 3d](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} are representative of these clones. MDA-231-NPM-KD+PG cells showed a significant decrease in growth rate relative to both MDA-231-NPM-KD and MDA-231-PG cells ([Figure 3d](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Table 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Similarly, the results of the transwell migration assays showed \>60 and ∼30% reduction in the number of migrated cells for the 12 and 24 h time points in MDA-231-NPM-KD+PG cells relative to those of MDA-231 and MDA-231-PG cells, respectively ([Figures 4a and c](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The differences among these cell lines were greater in Matrigel invasion assays. Here, the average number of invaded cells in MDA-231-NPM-KD+PG cultures was decreased by ∼90%, 75% and 115% relative to those detected in MDA-231, -231-PG and -231-NPM-KD cells, respectively ([Figures 4b and d](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Collectively, these results suggest that PG expression alone decreases the growth rate as well as the migration and invasiveness of MDA-231 cells, but when cellular/cytoplasmic levels of NPM are reduced in MDA-231-PG cells (NPM-KD+PG), these effects are more pronounced.

Coordinated expression of NPM and PG in normal breast and breast carcinomas
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further confirm the results of the *in vitro* metastasis studies, we examined the levels and localization of NPM and PG in normal breast tissue and a number of primary biopsies from metastatic infiltrating ductal carcinomas ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In normal breast, PG distribution was primarily membrane-associated while small amounts of this protein were also detected in the cytoplasm and nuclei. NPM distribution in the normal breast tissue was primarily nucleolar with some staining in the nucleoplasm ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, top). In the tumor tissues, NPM and PG were expressed coordinately as depicted in the representative images in [Figure 5a--f](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. In the biopsies in which PG levels were reduced and/or it\'s localization altered, NPM levels were also decreased and it\'s distribution modified ([Figures 5a--f](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). NPM was not detected in the tumor tissues in which PG was not present ([Figure 5f](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the expression of other adherens junction markers such as E-cadherin and β-catenin in the tumors lacking PG and NPM supported the specificity of coordinated expression of PG and NPM ([Figure 5f](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Together, these results suggest a concordant expression of NPM and PG *in vivo* and support the results of *in vitro* metastasis studies.

Discussion
==========

NPM is a multifunctional protein that is involved in many key cellular processes^[@bib3],\ [@bib29]^ and possesses both growth promoter and suppressor activities. By proteomic analysis, we identified NPM as a protein whose levels were increased upon exogenous PG expression in squamous and breast carcinoma cells that expressed little or no PG, concurrent with a fibroblastoid to epithelioid morphological change. To investigate the underlying mechanism(s) of increased NPM levels, here, we characterized the subcellular distribution of NPM in and its contribution to the migration and invasiveness of the highly invasive and very low PG-expressing MDA-231 mammary carcinoma cell line and their transfectants expressing PG (MDA-231-PG). In MDA-231-PG cells, NPM protein, but not transcript, levels were increased and increased protein levels were particularly prominent in its nucleolar pool. NPM was detected in association with PG and NPM and PG were colocalized in the nucleoli. Furthermore, PG expression decreased the growth rate as well as the *in vitro* migration and invasiveness of MDA-231 cells, whereas down regulation of NPM in MDA-231 cells decreased growth rate but increased their *in vitro* migration and invasiveness. However, the simultaneous expression of PG and downregulation of NPM not only decreased the growth rate of transfectants, but also decreased their *in vitro* migration and invasiveness relative to MDA-231, -231-PG and -231-NPM-KD cells. The results of these *in vitro* studies were in concert with the concordant expression (or lack thereof) of PG and NPM in normal and invasive breast carcinoma tissues.

NPM was initially identified as a tumor promoter based on its increased levels in highly proliferating and malignant cells.^[@bib3],\ [@bib30],\ [@bib31]^ *NPM* is the most frequently mutated gene in acute myeloid leukemia and its overexpression has been reported in various carcinomas.^[@bib3],\ [@bib31]^ However, studies with NPM^+/−^ mice and NPM null cultured cells have demonstrated that NPM may act as a tumor suppressor by its roles in limiting centrosome duplication to once per cell cycle and maintenance of genomic stability, as well as the regulation of p53 and p14ARF tumor suppressors.^[@bib3],\ [@bib32],\ [@bib33],\ [@bib34],\ [@bib35],\ [@bib36],\ [@bib37],\ [@bib38],\ [@bib39],\ [@bib40],\ [@bib41]^ Although considered a nucleolar protein, NPM shuttles between the nucleus and cytoplasm and its overexpression and/or excess cytoplasmic and nucleoplasmic pools have been implicated in its oncogenic function.^[@bib28],\ [@bib42],\ [@bib43]^ The increased NPM levels in MDA-231-PG cells was unexpected, as although PG increased NPM protein levels, PG expression in these cells also induced an epithelioid morphology concurrent with decreased growth rate. This phenotypic change by PG is consistent with its tumor suppressor potential as we and others had previously reported.^[@bib17],\ [@bib18],\ [@bib21],\ [@bib22]^ The increased NPM protein levels in MDA-231-PG cells were not associated with increased NPM transcript levels, which suggested that PG may regulate NPM levels post-translationally. PG may potentially increase NPM stability by associating with NPM and/or modifying its subcellular distribution. The increased amount of nucleolar NPM from ∼2% in MDA-231 to ∼20% MDA-231-PG cells and the nucleolar colocalization of NPM and PG in these cells further supported this possibility. Coimmunoprecipitation studies verified the association of NPM with PG in all subcellular compartments. Studies have suggested that high/excess cytoplasmic and nucleoplasmic pools of NPM contribute to its oncogenic function.^[@bib27],\ [@bib28],\ [@bib31]^ Therefore, we developed stable MDA-231-NPM-KD cells in which NPM protein levels were decreased by \>90%, with almost a complete disappearance of the cytoplasmic pool and a considerable reduction in the nucleoplasmic pool.

NPM knockdown was associated with decreased growth rate, in keeping with previous studies.^[@bib7],\ [@bib28],\ [@bib43],\ [@bib44],\ [@bib45],\ [@bib46]^ Notably, although the growth rate of MDA-231-NPM-KD cells was clearly lower than MDA-231 cells, it was still higher than that of MDA-231-PG cells. Furthermore, the assessment of the *in vitro* metastasis properties of the NPM-KD cells showed higher rates of migration and invasion relative to MDA-231 cells. In contrast to NPM-KD cells, MDA-231-PG cells had considerably lower migration and invasiveness relative to MDA-231 cells. These observations are consistent with the role of PG in inhibiting cellular motility and its potential tumor/metastasis suppressor function.^[@bib19],\ [@bib22],\ [@bib47],\ [@bib48],\ [@bib49],\ [@bib50]^ These results suggest that whereas the high levels of extra nucleolar NPM contribute to its growth promoting activities, its nucleolar pool may have metastasis suppressor function.

In leukemia, the oncogenic mutations in *NPM* are generally in exon 12 and generate a novel nuclear export signal, which leads to the cytoplasmic accumulation of NPM.^[@bib5],\ [@bib21],\ [@bib51],\ [@bib52],\ [@bib53]^ In contrast, no mutations in *NPM* have been found in solid tumors such as lung, thyroid, hepatocellular, colorectal, gastric and breast carcinomas.^[@bib54]^ However, Shao *et al.*^[@bib55]^ have shown that the migration and invasiveness of NIH3T3 cells are significantly increased upon expression of a mutant NPM, which localized to the cytoplasm. Studies that have reported the oncogenic function of NPM in solid tumors generally described its overexpression and have not determined the subcellular distribution of the protein.^[@bib4],\ [@bib56],\ [@bib57],\ [@bib58],\ [@bib59]^ Recently, a few studies have examined the subcellular localization of NPM in solid cancers. Pianta *et al.*^[@bib60]^ showed decreased nucleolar NPM in follicular adenomas and papillary carcinomas of the thyroid as well as tumorigenic thyroid cancer cell lines. Coutinho-Camillo *et al.*^[@bib61]^ reported that although overexpression of NPM was associated with local recurrence in oral squamous carcinomas, \<10% of the protein was detected in the nuclei. In solid tumors, the cellular distribution and function of NPM may be regulated by its interactions with other intracellular partners. NPM has been shown to interact with a number of proteins that contribute to its oncogenic versus tumor suppressor activities, including 14-3-3, AKT, Bax, p120-catenin, HLJ1, Plk2 and so on.^[@bib45],\ [@bib62],\ [@bib63],\ [@bib64],\ [@bib65],\ [@bib66]^ Our data suggest that PG may be one such protein. In addition to the mammary carcinoma cell line, we have observed NPM-PG interactions in other cell lines including the PG-deficient squamous carcinoma cell line SCC9 after the exogenous expression of PG (unpublished). The higher levels of NPM in MDA-231 cells upon PG expression concurrent with decreased *in vitro* tumorigenic and metastatic properties of these cells are consistent with a recent *in vivo* study by Karhemo *et al.*^[@bib67]^ in which an analysis of 1160 breast carcinomas showed a substantial decrease in the NPM levels of the tumors relative to normal breast tissue. These results are also consistent with the decreased levels of NPM in a number of metastatic breast carcinoma tissues examined in this study.

In summary, the data presented here demonstrates that PG associates either directly or indirectly with NPM and increases its nucleolar pool, concurrent with a decrease in cell growth rate and *in vitro* invasiveness. PG interactions with NPM may alter NPM interactions with its tumor promoting partners and its subcellular distribution, thus modifying its oncogenic versus tumor suppressor activities. Analysis of the NPM intracellular interactions warrants further investigation and is currently in progress in our laboratory.

Materials and methods
=====================

Cell lines and culture conditions
---------------------------------

All tissue culture reagents were purchased from Invitrogen (Burlington, ON, Canada) unless stated otherwise. The human mammary carcinoma cell line MCF-10-2A has been described.^[@bib68]^ The highly invasive human mammary carcinoma cell line MDA-MB-231 was obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA), and maintained in RPMI media supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% (v/v) [L]{.smallcaps}-glutamine, non-essential amino acids, sodium pyruvate and penicillin--streptomycin--kanamycin (PSK) antibiotics. MDA-231-PG transfectants were maintained in RPMI media containing geneticin (G418; 1 mg/ml). The MDA-231-NPM-KD and -231-NPM-KD+PG transfectants were maintained in RPMI containing (4 μg/ml) puromycin and both puromycin and geneticin, respectively.

Plasmid construction and transfection
-------------------------------------

The construct containing the full-length PG cDNA (pBK-CMV-PG) has been described.^[@bib18]^ MDA-231 cells were transfected with 4 μg of either pBK-CMV or pBK-CMV-PG and LipofectAMINE reagent (Life Technologies, Inc., Grand Island, NY, USA) and G418-resistant colonies were selected and screened for PG expression using immunofluorescence and immunoblot assays. Positive colonies expressing PG were subcloned by limiting dilution to obtain single-cell isolated clones.

NPM shRNA lentiviral particle transduction
------------------------------------------

Control, scrambled shRNA (sc-108080) and human NPM shRNA (sc-29771-SH) lentiviral particles were obtained from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, CA, USA) and used to transduce MDA-231 cells according to the manufacturer\'s protocol. Puromycin-resistant stable cell lines expressing the scrambled or NPM shRNAs (NPM-KD) were isolated and the decreased expression of NPM was verified by RT--PCR and western blot.

MDA-231-NPM-KD cells were further transfected with 4 μg of either pBK-CMV or pBK-CMV-PG as described earlier to generate the MDA-231-NPM-KD+PG cell line expressing PG.

Antibodies
----------

A list of antibodies and their respective dilutions in specific assays is presented in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.

RNA isolation and RT--PCR
-------------------------

All chemicals and reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Oakville, Ontario, Canada) unless stated otherwise RNA was isolated using the RNeasy Plus Mini Kit (QIAGEN, Valencia, CA, USA) and reverse transcribed as described.^[@bib22]^ PCR was performed using the following primers: NPM, forward: 5′-GCACTTAGTAGCTGTGGAGGA-3′ reverse: 5′-TTCTTCACTGGCGCTTTTTCT-3′ and GAPDH, forward: 5′-GAAGGTGAAGGTCGGAGTC-3′ reverse: 5′-GAAGATGGTGATGGGATTTC-3′. RT--PCR products were resolved on 2% agarose gels and visualized by ethidium bromide staining.

Preparation of total cell extracts, western blotting and immunoprecipitation
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Confluent 150 mm culture dishes were extracted with RIPA buffer and processed for western blot and immunoprecipitation as described in [Supplementary Materials and Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Immunohistochemistry and indirect immunofluorescence
----------------------------------------------------

Immunohistochemistry was performed as previously described^[@bib69]^ and is detailed in [Supplementary Materials and Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. For indirect immunofluorescence, confluent cultures of cells grown on glass coverslips and were extracted either with cytoskeleton extraction buffer (CSK;^[@bib70]^) or with modified RIPA buffer (Lamond\'s protocol) and processed for staining with PG and NPM antibodies. Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI for 5 min and coverslips were viewed using a × 63 objective of an LSM510 META (Zeiss, Thornwood, NY, USA) laser scanning confocal microscope.

Nucleolar isolation
-------------------

This procedure was performed according to the Lamond\'s protocol (<http://www.lamondlab.com/f7nucleolarprotocol.htm>) as described in the [Supplementary Materials and Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Transwell cell migration and invasion assays
--------------------------------------------

Each assay was performed in duplicate and repeated three independent times. The numbers of migrated/invaded cells were calculated using the ImageJ Cell Counter program and averaged. Histograms were constructed after normalizing the average numbers of migrated/invaded cells in each cell line to those of MDA-231 cells.

For cell migration assays, 2 × 10^5^ cells were resuspended in 100 μl serum-free media and plated in the upper chamber of transwells (3 μm pore, 6.5 mm diameter; BD Biosciences, Sparks, MD, USA). Normal media containing 10% FBS (0.75 ml) was added to the lower chamber. Cultures were incubated at 37 °C for 6--24 h to allow cell migration. At the end of each time point, the inserts were removed from the chambers, gently submerged in PBS to remove the unattached cells and then fixed and stained using Diff Quick (IHC World, Woodstock, MD, USA). Following staining, membranes were cut, mounted on slides using permount (Fisher, Ottawa, ON, Canada), viewed under an inverted microscope using a × 20 objective and photographed. The migrated cells on the underside of the membrane were counted in six random fields for each transwell filter from the photographs.

Matrigel invasion assays were performed according to the manufacturer\'s protocol (BD Bioscience). For each cell line, 5 × 10^5^ cells in 0.5 ml serum-free media were plated in the top compartment of Matrigel-coated invasion chambers (8 μm pore membrane). Fibroblast conditioned media (0.75 ml) was added to the bottom chambers and plates were incubated overnight at 37 °C in 5% CO~2~. After 24 h, the membranes were recovered, fixed, stained with DiffQuick, viewed under an inverted microscope using a × 20 objective and photographed. The invaded cells were counted in six random fields for each membrane.
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![Characterization of plakoglobin expressing MDA-231 cells (MDA-231--PG). (**a**) Total cell lysates from MDA-231, MDA-231-PG and MCF-10-2A (control) were processed for western blot using PG, NPM and actin antibodies. Histograms were generated by normalizing the amount of each protein in each cell line to the amount of actin in the same line relative to MCF-10-2A cells. Quantitation for the PG transfectants represents the average of multiple independent clones ([Supplementary Figure 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Each experiment was repeated three to five times and a typical western blot is shown. (**b**) MDA-231 and MDA-231-PG cells were grown to confluence, viewed under a phase contrast microscope and photographed using the × 20 objective. To visualize the subcellular distribution of PG, confluent cultures grown on glass coverslips were extracted with CSK buffer, fixed with formaldehyde and stained with PG antibodies. Nuclei were counterstained using DAPI. Images were captured using a × 63 objective of a laser scanning confocal microscope, enlarged × 2 and photographed. Bar, 10 μm. (**c**) Replicate cultures of MDA-231 and MDA-231-PG were established at single cell density and cells were counted at 1, 3, 5 and 7 days. Each time point represents the average of three independent experiments. For MDA-231-PG transfectants the values are the average of multiple independent clones. The absence of error bars at some time points is because of the small differences among the experiments. (**d**) Total cellular RNA was isolated from MCF-10-2A, MDA-231, -231-PG and -231-NPM-KD (MDA-231 cells expressing NPM shRNA) cells, reverse transcribed and processed for PCR using primers specific to NPM and GADPH. The histogram represents the NPM/GAPDH ratio for each cell line normalized to MCF-10-2A cells. Quantitations for theMDA-231-PG and MDA-231-NPM-KD transfectants represent the average of multiple independent clones ([Supplementary Figure 5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Each experiment was repeated at least three times and a typical blot is presented.](oncsis20124f1){#fig1}

![Subcellular distribution of PG and NPM and their association in MDA-231 and MDA-231-PG cells. (**a**, **b**) MCF-10-2A (control), MDA-231 and -231-PG cells were grown in 150 mm culture dishes until confluent. Cell pellets (total of 10^8^ cells) were processed for subcellular fractionation according to the Lamond\'s protocol to isolate the cytoplasmic (C), nucleoplasmic (NP) and nucleolar (NU) fractions. The purity of C, NP and NU fractions were verified by immunoblotting with actin, lamin and fibrillarin antibodies, respectively (**a**). Fractions were processed for immunoblotting with PG and NPM antibodies (**b**). The experiment was repeated five times with similar results and the data is representative of one such experiment. (**c**) Quantitation of the data presented in **b**. The amount of each protein in the cytoplasmic (C), nucleoplasmic (NP) and nucleolar (NU) fraction was normalized to the amounts of actin, lamin and fibrillarin, respectively, in the same sample extract relative to MCF-10-2A cells. PG and NPM values for MDA-231-PG transfectants are the average of multiple independent clones. (**d**) The ratio of the nucleolar/total cellular NPM detected in various cell lines. The value for MDA-231-PG transfectants is the average of multiple independent clones. (**e**) Cytoplasmic (C), nucleoplasmic (NP) and nucleolar (NU) fractions from MCF-10-2A (control), MDA-231 and -231-PG cells were prepared as described in [Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and processed for immunoprecipitation using NPM antibodies. Immune complexes were resolved by SDS--PAGE and immunoblotted with antibodies to PG and NPM. Each experiment was repeated at least five times with similar results and the data is presented for one typical experiment.](oncsis20124f2){#fig2}

![Characterization of the NPM knockdown MDA-231 cells. (**a**) MDA-231 cells were transfected with NPM shRNA or control shRNA to generate stable NPM knockdown cells (MDA-231-NPM-KD) as described in materials and methods. Total cell lysates from MDA-231, -231-control shRNA and -231-NPM-KD cells were processed for western blot using NPM and actin antibodies. NPM levels were quantitated by normalizing the amount NPM in each cell line to the amount of actin in the same line relative to MDA-231 cells. The values for MDA-231-control shRNA and -231-NPM-KD transfectants are the average of multiple independent clones. The experiment was repeated at least three times and the displayed blot is from one typical experiment. (**b**) MDA-231-NPM-KD cells were processed for subcellular fractionation according to the Lamond\'s protocol and the cytoplasmic (C), nucleoplasmic (NP) and nucleolar (NU) fractions processed for immunoprecipitation with NPM antibodies followed by western blot with NPM and PG antibodies. Three independent clones were tested and the experiment was repeated at least three times. The data presented is for one typical experiment. (**c**) MDA-231, -231-NPM-KD and --231-NPM-KD+PG cells were grown to confluence, viewed under a phase contrast microscope and photographed using the × 20 objective. (**d**) Replicate cultures of MDA-231, -231-PG, -231-NPM-KD and -231-NPM-KD+PG cells were established at single cell density and cells were counted at 3, 5 and 7 days. Each time point represents the average of three independent experiments. The values for MDA-231-PG, -231-NPM-KD and -231-NPM-KD+PG transfectants are the average of at least three independent clones. The absence of error bars at some time points is because of the small differences among the experiments.](oncsis20124f3){#fig3}

![PG and NPM act synergistically to decrease motility and invasiveness of MDA-231 cells. (**a**, **c**) Transwell migration assays were performed in triplicates for MCF-10-2A (control), MDA-231, -231-PG, -231-NPM-KD and -231-NPM-KD+PG cell lines. At 6, 12 and 24 h time points the membranes were fixed, stained, cut, mounted on slides, viewed under an inverted microscope and six random fields counted for each membrane. Histograms represent the average±s.d. of the number of migrated cells for each cell line normalized to that of MDA-231 cells. (**b**, **d**) Twenty-four hour invasion assays were performed as described in A with the exception that membranes were coated with Matrigel.](oncsis20124f4){#fig4}

![Concordant expression of PG and NPM in normal breast tissue and breast carcinomas. Representative IHC images ( × 63) of normal breast tissue (top) and primary biopsies of metastatic infiltrating ductal carcinomas (**a**--**f**) stained with PG and NPM antibodies as described in materials and methods.](oncsis20124f5){#fig5}

###### Antibodies, fluorescent probes and their respective dilutions in specific assays

  *Antibodies*                                    Assay   *Source/reference*                    
  ----------------------------------------------- ------- -------------------- ------- -------- ------------------------------------
  *Primaries*                                                                                   
   Nucleophosmin (m)[a](#t1-fn1){ref-type="fn"}   1:100   1:1000                                Abcam (AB10530)
   Nucleophosmin (r)[a](#t1-fn1){ref-type="fn"}                                        1:50     Santa Cruz (SC-5564)
   Plakoglobin (m)                                1:100   1:1000               1:200   1:400    Transduction Laboratories (610254)
   Plakoglobin (r)                                1:100   1:1000                                Reference^[@bib18]^
   E-cadherin (m)                                                                      1:800    Transduction Laboratories (610182)
   β-catenin (r)                                                                       1:1200   Sigma (C-2206)
   Actin (m)                                              1:1000                                Sigma (A-4700)
   Lamin B1 (r)                                           1:1000                                Santa Cruz (SC-20682)
   Fibrillarin (m)                                        1:1000                                Abcam (AB18380)
                                                                                                 
  *Secondaries*                                                                                 
   Alexa Fluor 488                                                             1:750            Molecular Probes (A11035)
   Anti-mouse HRP                                         1:5000                                Sigma (054H-8914)
   Anti-rabbit HRP                                        1:5000                                Sigma (054H-8918)

m, mouse; r, rabbit.
